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Createspace, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****. After three prior books, Hilley is all grown up. And she is an
awesomely sophisticated, seductively alluring and strong spirited young woman indeed. Her
graduate work in computer engineering and her exceptional beauty have brought her to the
attention of a shadowy Organization, one that charges clients big money to surreptitiously fix
things without a fuss. The Organization gives Hilley the initial assignment of tracking down and
resolving an industrial espionage problem in Melbourne Australia. So Hilley, along with her best
friend Mel, cruise the single girl scene in Melbourne sorting out the various characters who are
involved in the plot. Mel is the most exotically seductive little Anglo-Indian woman in London s East
End. Her sexual appetites are only rivaled by the size of her boobs. Hilley is coolly strikingly
beautiful, but she is aloof. So she needs Mel s abilities with people, particularly with the opposite
sex, to make the necessary inroads into the people that they are investigating. Hilley applies her
formidable hacking skills and Mel uses her exceptional erotic talents to resolve the problem. Along
the way, Hilley...
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Reviews
This sort of publication is every thing and helped me seeking ahead of time plus more. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I
found out this pdf from my dad and i recommended this pdf to learn.
-- Alex Jenkins
This publication is indeed gripping and exciting. I could comprehended almost everything using this composed e publication. I am easily could possibly
get a delight of looking at a composed pdf.
-- Lynn Lindgren
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